Association between Cerebral Arterial Stiffness and Large Artery Atherosclerosis in Acute Ischemic Stroke.
Carotid-cerebral pulse wave velocity (ccPWV) reflects the segment (C-M segment) stiffness between common carotid artery and ipsilateral middle cerebral artery. The C-M segment atherosclerosis (CMSA) is regarded as a most frequent cause of anterior circulation ischemic stroke. We therefore, attempted to investigate the relationship between cerebral arterial stiffness and CMSA, and provide reliable data for the early diagnosis of CMSA. Between June 2012 and August 2016, 81 acute ischemic stroke (AIS) patients with 154 C-M segments successfully evaluated with digital subtraction angiography and ccPWV were enrolled into this study. Patient demographics and clinical data were retrieved from our AIS databases. Multivariate analyses showed that ccPWV was independently associated with CMSA (β = 39.6, P = .009) and Systolic blood pressure (β = 7.1, P < .001) in AIS patients. The values of ccPWV had a trend to be higher in the groups with more lesions (F = 45.9, P < .01) and severer stenosis (F = 102.6, P = .000), and was positively correlated with the number of lesions (r = .662, P = .000), and degree of stenosis (r = .858, P = .000) of CMSA. The fractional polynomial plots with 95% CIs also describe the close relationship between ccPWV and the number of lesions and degree of stenosis in CMSA. Cerebral arterial stiffness is independently associated with the presence of CMSA, closely related to the vascular damage of C-M segment and reflects the vascular structure change of C-M segment in AIS patients. It may have the potential for assessment of CMSA in its initial stage.